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Phi meson in dense matter
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The effect of the kaon loop correction to the property of a phi meson in dense matter is studied in the
vector dominance model. Using the density-dependent kaon effective mass determined from the linear
chiral perturbation theory, we find that with increasing baryon density the phi meson mass is reduced
slightly while its width is broadened drastically.
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In relativistic heavy-ion collisions, the nuclear matter
can be compressed to densities which are many times that
in normal nuclei. This has recently generated great in-
terests in theoretical studies of hadron properties under
extreme conditions [1]. In studies with both
Nambu —Jona-Lasinio model [2] and QCD sum rules
[1,3], it has been found that hadron masses in general de-
crease with increasing density as a result of the partial
restoration of chiral symmetry. The masses of pseudo-
scalar Goldstone bosons such as pion and kaon, however,
do not depend much on the density [2,4]. But, in linear
chiral perturbation theory, it has been shown that the
effective mass of the kaon (also antikaon) in dense matter
decreases with increasing nuclear density [5,6]. This is
because nucleons act on kaon as an effective scalar field
as a result of the explicit chiral symmetry breaking. The
decreasing kaon mass in dense matter affects its produc-
tion rate in heavy-ion collisions. Indeed, it has been
shown [7] that this would lead to an enhanced production
of kaons and may be responsible for the large E+/m. + ra-
tio observed in the Brookhaven National Laboratory ex-
periments [8].

As the phi meson decays mainly into a kaon and anti-
kaon pair, its property in dense matter is expected to be
modified as well. Lissauer and Shuryak [9] have studied
the change of the phi meson width in a hot matter of zero
baryon density and have found that it increases by a fac-
tor of 2 due to the interaction of the kaon with pions. In
their study, they have assumed that both kaon and phi
masses do not change in the medium. Bi and Rafelski
[10]have also found an increase of the phi meson width in
dense matter by taking into account the in-medium kaon
mass of Refs. [5,6] but keeping the phi meson mass un-
changed. In this paper, we shall study both the mass and
width of the phi meson in dense matter using the vector
dominance model [11] and taking into account the
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where mx is the kaon mass in free space and fz-93
MeV is the kaon decay constant. The EN sigma term
X is defined by

X =
—,'(m„+m, )(N ~uu+ss ~N ) (3)

with m„and m, being, respectively, the up and strange
quark masses. There is considerable uncertainty in the
strangeness content of the nucleon [12],but the lower and
upper limits on p, can be obtained by taking
(N ss N) =(N~uu~N) —3.75 and by taking
( N ss N ) =0. The result is

2.5Po Pc 5Po . (4)

In the following, we shall choose p, =Spo, corresponding
to zero strangeness content for the nucleon.

There is also a vector potential for a kaon in the nu-
clear matter [13]. Its strength is —,

' of the nucleon mean-

field vector potential. Since this potential is repulsive for
kaon and attractive for antikaon, it has thus no effect on
phi meson which decays into a kaon and antikaon pair.

The interaction of the phi meson with kaon can be
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density-dependent kaon effective mass as given by the
linear chiral perturbation theory [5,6].

According to Refs. [5,6], the kaon effective mass in the
medium can be expressed as
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FIG. 1. The phi meson self-energy diagrams. The wavy and

dashed lines denote, respectively, the phi meson and the kaon.
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studied in the vector dominance model [11]. The La-
grangian is given by

L, ='~D„SC~' '—m-'~rC~' '—y -y~+1m'y y" (5)

where E is the kaon field, jI}„=B„P—B„g„ is the phi

meson field strength, and D„=d„—ig&P„ is the covariant
derivative. The phi meson mass is denoted by m&. To in-
clude the medium effect on the kaon mass, we simply re-
place mK in the above equation by mK.

The one-loop self-energy of the phi meson is shown by
the diagrams in Fig. 1 and is given by

d4q (2q —k)"(2q —k)"IP" k =ig~
(2m) (q m—x +is)[(q k—) m—x +i@]
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where C is the renormalization constant.
As in Ref. [14] for the rho meson, the phi meson self-energy can be written as

II""(k)=F(k)Pg'"+ G(k)Pjr"

This integral is divergent but can be evaluated using dimensional regularization [14]. The result is
' 3/24m*K1—

k

(8)

in terms of the transverse PT =PT'=Pp=0, P2(=5'I k'k~/k —and longitudinal Pg"=k "k"Ik g"' Plr—proj—ection
tensors. Then one finds that
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and the phi meson propagator becomes

Pg' PF k~k"D""(k2)=—
k —m —F k —m —6 m k2 2 2 2 2 2 (10)

From Eq. (10), we find that the phi meson mass m
&

in the medium is determined by

m +2 m2 ReF(m e2
) 0

and its width I
&

is given by
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where
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ReF= k2 ln +C2 k

48 mx.

and 8ReF/dk =ReFIk +g&/48m .

(14)

The factor ( 1 —B ReF /Bk
~ k&,2 } in the denominator

of Eq. (12) takes into account the energy dependence of
ReF as the width of a resonance is related to the distance
of the pole from the real axis [15]. For vanishing kaon
mass, i.e., mK =0, ReF reduces to

The renormalization constant C is fixed by
ReF(k2=m2&}=0 in the free space while the phi-kaon
coupling constant g& is determined from the partial
width of phi meson decaying into the KE pair. Using
m&=1020 MeV, I &=4.41 MeV, and mK =495 MeV in
the free space, we obtain C= —1.89 and g&/4m=4. 45.

Taking p, =5po, we have calculated the phi meson
mass and width in the matter and they are shown in Figs.
2 and 3. It is seen in Fig. 2 that the phi meson mass de-
creases slightly with increasing density except near the
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FIG. 2. The mass of phi meson as a function of matter densi-

ty.
FIG. 3. The width of phi meson as a function of matter den-

sity.

critical density p, where the phi meson mass increases
again with the density but remains below the free mass.
This change of the phi meson mass in dense matter is not
included in Ref. [10]. The width shown in Fig. 3 in-
creases with the density and becomes an order of magni-
tude larger than its value in the free space. The density
effect on the phi meson width is much larger than the
temperature effect studied in Ref. [9]. We note that the
phi meson mass and width remain unchanged beyond the
critical density. It has been shown in Ref. [16] that the
decreasing phi meson mass in dense matter enhances its
production in heavy-ion collisions and may account for
the large gita ratio measured in the CERN experiments
[17].

If we take the strangeness content of the nucleon to be
nonzero, then the critical density at which the kaon mass
vanishes will be reduced. This will make the minimum
phi meson mass in Fig. 2 to occur at even lower density.
For nonvanishing strangeness content of the nucleon,
Hatsuda and Lee [3] have also found using the QCD sum
rules method that the phi meson mass decreases with the
density. A consistent calculation which includes both the

QCD effect and the kaon loop correction discussed here
would be very useful but is beyond the scope of the
present study.

In summary, we have studied the kaon loop correction
to the property of a phi meson in dense matter in the vec-
tor dominance model by including the change of the kaon
mass in the medium as suggested by the chiral perturba-
tion theory. We find that this leads to a decrease of the
phi meson mass in dense matter. The phi meson width is
seen to increase drastically with increasing baryon densi-
ty when the kaon mass becomes small. Its value is al-
ready more than an order of magnitude larger than that
in the free space at a moderate density of 2po. This
change in the phi meson property in dense matter can be
investigated experimentally via the dilepton invariant
mass spectrum in high-energy heavy-ion collisions in
which a dense matter is formed in the initial stage.
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